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When you need a tool for the best and most complicated Sgraffito details, you need DiamondCore's Diamond Stylus Tools. These handmade and durable ceramic sgraffito tools have diamond stylus tips at both ends, allowing versatility in making intricate, pencil-like engravings and details in dry bone artwork. In addition, beautiful leopard wood handles and
foam handles make these stylus tools both beautiful and comfortable to use! Shop our affordable Sgraffito tools below. Filter gift cards sets 5 products Sort best for sale in alphabetical order, A-Z in alphabetical order, Z-A Price, low to high Price, from High to Low Data, New to Old Data, Old To New Browse by Tag All Carving Tool Mapping Tools Diamond
Core Tools File Grinding Disk Grinding Tools Hole Drills P2 Rotary Tools Tools and Equipment Tupler Tools U-type Carver V-Type Carver Sort by recommended price, low price to high, from high to low alphabetical, A-Z alphabetical, Z-A Data, old to new, new to old Best Sellers ABOUT DIAMOND CORE TOOLS Diamond Core Tools create and
manufacture unique, innovative high quality tools for ceramic artists, and for glass, tile, wax, stone and a number of other materials that are difficult to work with. Their goal is to provide tools that will allow artists to do things that could not be done before. With diamond tools the goal is to make it so that difficult work can be done faster and easier to allow
artists more time to focus on creativity and productivity. Their tools are designed to be ergonomic and minimize fatigue and muscle strain. We hope that artists will enjoy using these tools as much as they have enjoyed creating and producing them. DiamondCore Tools .... Changing the world .... ceramic arts! Quickly... Save a lot of time harder... requires
much less Stronger force... means much less fatigue Better .... Superior Results Game-Changers! There are 1 comments with an average rating of 5.00 5.00 of 5 stars Jan from IrelandOwner23 December 2018 14:23 I am satisfied with this tool - it gives me good control and allows small detailed works in sgraffito. Like you use a pencil. I find it best to use on
clay, which is just past the hard skin stage - too wet and the tool becomes clogged, too dry and is a very dusty business. Write a review Read all the reviews You are here:Home &gt; Tools &gt; DiamondCore Tools Zebrawood Pencil Carvers for Carving &amp; SgraffitoZebrawood Carving Tools are a stunning combine line, handcrafted zebrawood handles
with stainless steel, ultra sharp carving blades that are sharper than any sculpture tool in existence! Requires much less force and leaves little or no debris/baves in your sculpture! Two years in making was worth waiting. I studied the angle of the blade, the thickness of the blade, the width of the blade and much more. Others. the blade is wider at the exit than
at the entrance, so there is no less clogging. Because our blades are 2 to 3 times sharper than regular loop tools, you can sculpt faster with much less strength and muscle fatigue. It is used for carving, sgraffito, carving, scraping and more. We designed these tools to make the sculpture much more enjoyable, while being able to produce a much smoother cut
in the clay. Sticky Pads and Bat Foam are great for trimming greenware ceramics. Perfect for trimming bowls and plates with stacks or trim chucks. The best way to grind and smooth sharp edges on glass and ceramics is with diamond sand pads. Ceramic and glass glazes are physically almost identical, so both ceramic and glass artists use the same glass
finishing tools. Potter can now easily grind off the drip glaze and sharp edges in the fired clay. Cold work for glass artists uses diamond sanders and rotating tool tips to smooth and polish pontil punty scars and any sharp edges. DiamondCore diamond sanding pads and rotary tool tips are high quality and long-lasting. Unlike other diamond rotary tool tips,
DiamondCore brand tips are fully incorporated with diamond, not just the diamond covered surface. DiamondCore brand adhesive supported by silicon carbide and diamond grinding discs turn any pottery wheel into a highly efficient grinding wheel. Diamond grinding pads are so strong that they level the leg of pots that don't sit flat, even on high clay on fire!
Note Wet grinding is always the best. Use water to control dust and extend the life of glass finishing tools, grinding discs and grinding pads. CI PRODUCTS: DiamondCore Tools, Zebra Carvers, Sticky Pads DiamondCore Tools creates and manufactures unique, innovative high-quality tools for ceramic artists, and for someone who needs tools that will work
on glass, tile, stone and a host of other materials that are difficult to work with. Their goal is to provide tools that will allow artists to do things that could not be done before. Their objective is to make it so that difficult work can be done faster and easier to allow ceramic artists more time to focus on creativity and productivity. All tools are designed to be
ergonomic and minimize fatigue and muscle strain. Faster DiamondCore Tools... Save a lot of time harder... requires much less Stronger force... means much more Better fatigue.... superior superior results
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